Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 10 October 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 5 PROJECTILE (39.3kgs), Race 8 ARCH RIVAL (29.8kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 CHAROS MOSCOW (8/10), Race 3 DAWSIE (8/10), Race 5 COSMIC COLADA (10/10), Race 8 BLACK EUPHORIA (9/10)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 4 JUST A DREAMER (10/10)
Race 9 PRESLEY PARKER (9/10)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 5 ALIANTE x 1 Solo

SUSPENSIONS:
R69A - Race 3 IT'S A KURI x 28 days (Mandurah Track) x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 BETTY BLINDER, Race 4 CHASING MATTY, Race 6 REGGIE KEEPING, Race 8 DANDALUP MOON, Race 10 HAPPY RAGE

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:40 PM
PIN UP GIRL began quickly. STURMFREI & FEARLESS FRANK began slowly. STURMFREI & FEARLESS FRANK collided soon after the start. BIG REX & STYLISH LAD collided soon after the start. STYLISH LAD checked off the heels of BIG REX on the first turn. CHAROS THIEF & JUNK YARD PATCH collided on the first turn. STYLISH LAD, CHAROS THIEF & JUNK YARD PATCH collided on the first turn, CHAROS THIEF & JUNK YARD PATCH lost ground. STYLISH LAD & FEARLESS FRANK collided approaching the home turn. STYLISH LAD checked off the heels of FEARLESS FRANK on the home turn. STYLISH LAD checked off the heels of KICK NOW in the home straight. BIG REX checked off the heels of PIN UP GIRL in the home straight.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:05 PM
DIAMOND GEORGE began quickly. WINLOCK ORIGIN, AMELIA'S COLT, SHINBONER GLORY, DIAMOND GEORGE & HIGH TENSILE collided soon after the start, WINLOCK ORIGIN, AMELIA'S COLT, SHINBONER GLORY & HIGH TENSILE lost ground. AMELIA'S COLT & SHINBONER GLORY collided approaching the first turn. DANDALUP TITAN & DIAMOND GEORGE collided approaching the first turn. DANDALUP TITAN & DIAMOND GEORGE collided on the first turn, DANDALUP TITAN lost ground and collided with ALL TEMPTATION, ALL TEMPTATION lost ground. DANDALUP TITAN & HIGH TENSILE collided on the first turn. DANDALUP TITAN, AMELIA'S COLT & HIGH TENSILE collided approaching the home turn. DANDALUP TITAN & AMELIA'S COLT collided approaching the home turn. SHINBONER GLORY raced wide on the home turn. DANDALUP TITAN checked off the heels of AMELIA'S COLT in the home straight. WINLOCK ORIGIN & SHINBONER GLORY raced wide in the home straight.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:23 PM
HELLO I'M CIPHER began quickly. GO GO DANCER began slowly. TRACK QUEEN checked off the heels of IT'S A KURI soon after the start. JIMMY JUNIOR checked off the heels of IT'S A KURI on the first turn. DOWN TOWN DINO & GO GO DANCER collided on the first turn, DOWN TOWN DINO lost ground. TRACK QUEEN & JIMMY JUNIOR collided approaching the home turn. IT'S A KURI checked off the heels of GO GO DANCER on the home turn. HELLO I'M CIPHER & JUST A DREAMER collided on the home turn and in the home straight. IT'S A KURI eased and shifted on the home turn and under R69A has been placed on a Field satisfactory trial.

Stewards inquired into a report that IT'S A KURI had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment approaching the home turn. Trainer Mr I Bunny acknowledged the report, subsequently IT'S A KURI has been stood down for 28 days and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

IT'S A KURI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 7:40 PM
ALLEGATIONS & DURAMAX began quickly. GWENOJ JONES & WINLOCK TWISTY began slowly. MISS LULU, WINLOCK TWISTY & SHINBONER PRIDE collided soon after the start, WINLOCK TWISTY lost ground. DURAMAX & CHASING MATTY collided approaching the first turn. ALLEGATIONS, DURAMAX & CHASING MATTY collided approaching the first turn, DURAMAX lost ground. GWENOJ JONES & MISS LULU collided approaching the first turn, GWENOJ JONES lost ground. GWENOJ JONES & PORSCHE MONELLI collided on the first turn. PORSCHE MONELLI & WINLOCK TWISTY collided on the first turn. DURAMAX & SHINBONER PRIDE collided on the first turn. ALLEGATIONS checked off the heels of CHASING MATTY and collided with SHINBONER PRIDE on the first turn, SHINBONER PRIDE lost ground. WINLOCK TWISTY & SHINBONER PRIDE collided on the first turn. ALLEGATIONS & DURAMAX collided on the first turn. WINLOCK TWISTY shifted out and raced wide in the home straight.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:04 PM
JETTA JAM began quickly. PROJECTILE began slowly. EZI PICK & MAX VIPER collided soon after the start. EZI PICK checked off the heels of MAX VIPER soon after the start. ALIANTE tailed off and failed to finish soon after the start due to injury and under R7 1 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. CLIFTON FLYER & EZI PICK collided on the first turn, EZI PICK lost ground. EZI PICK & PROJECTILE collided on the first turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ALIANTE had a Left - Hindleg - Tensor Fascia L. M. Inj. (Triangle) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 6 - Grade 3/Country/302 - Grade 3 - 8:22 PM
MOLLY SPOLLY began quickly. BOW GUNDI & SO SHIROKURA collided soon after the start. SHE CAN PARTY & DANDALUP SPRITE collided on the first turn, DANDALUP GUNDI lost ground. SO SHIROKURA checked off the heels of WHITE MINION on the first turn. BOW GUNDI checked off the heels of SHE CAN PARTY approaching the home turn. WHITE MINION checked off the heels of BOW GUNDI approaching the home turn. SO SHIROKURA checked off the heels of BOW GUNDI on the home turn. MOLLY SPOLLY collided on the home turn.

Race 7 - Mixed 1/2/Country/302 - Mixed 1/2 - 8:37 PM
SILVER KEEPING began quickly. SUBSCRIBE began slowly. BRUTAL LOMAR, MIDNIGHT RAMA & SUBSCRIBE collided soon after the start. SUBSTITUTE & BURN THE JETTS collided soon after the start. BRUTAL LOMAR & BURN THE JETTS collided on the first turn. MIDNIGHT RAMA checked off the heels of SUBSTITUTE on the first turn. SEBASTIAN LEE checked off the heels of BURN THE JETTS approaching the home turn. BRUTAL LOMAR & BURN THE JETTS collided several times on the home turn. BRUTAL LOMAR & BURN THE JETTS collided in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 8:56 PM
KRUSTY MONELLI began quickly. FOXEY LEXUS began slowly. NINETYMILE TURBO & WYNBURN CHA CHA collided soon after the start. NINETYMILE TURBO & WYNBURN CHA CHA collided on the first turn. NINETYMILE TURBO, WYNBURN CHA CHA & ARCH RIVAL collided approaching the first turn. NO ADDED SUGAR, ARCH RIVAL, SIZZLING SHANE & KRUSTY MONELLI collided on the first turn, ARCH RIVAL lost ground. NINETYMILE TURBO & WYNBURN CHA CHA collided on the first turn. WYNBURN CHA CHA checked off the heels of NINETYMILE TURBO approaching the home turn.

KING MONGO began quickly. WAYNE'S ROCKET & SHESA DRATTA began slowly. INCREDIBLE BEV & HELEN'S CALLING collided soon after the start. GO LEVI & INCREDIBLE BEV collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE BEV, HELEN'S CALLING, UNO JIM & CHASIN' DESTINY collided on the first turn, INCREDIBLE BEV & UNO JIM lost ground, WAYNE'S ROCKET was inconvenienced. HELEN'S CALLING & CHASIN' DESTINY collided on the first turn, CHASIN' DESTINY lost ground. WAYNE'S ROCKET & UNO JIM collided approaching the home turn. HELEN'S CALLING & UNO JIM collided approaching the home turn, UNO JIM lost ground. CHASIN' DESTINY checked off the heels of UNO JIM on the home turn. CHASIN' DESTINY checked off the heels of UNO JIM in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that KING MONGO had a Right - Hindleg - Stifle Ligament Tear and has been stood down for 28 days.
Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:39 PM
HAPPY RAGE began quickly. BENELLI MONELLI began slowly. BENELLI MONELLI & CROWN VINNIE collided soon after the start. CROWN VINNIE & MUNDI MARKS collided soon after the start. SHE'S A KNOCKIN', CROWN VINNIE, MUNDI MARKS & SLOBBER CHOPS collided on the first turn. CROWN VINNIE checked off the heels of BENELLI MONELLI approaching the home turn. MUNDI MARKS checked off the heels of SLOBBER CHOPS approaching the home turn. MUNDI MARKS & BERGKAMP collided on the home turn. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 9:59 PM
KAOS BE COOL began quickly. GO GETTEM LUCKY & DANDALUP MAGIC began slowly. WEST ON REGGIE & MONTOEY MISS collided soon after the start. DANDALUP MAGIC raced wide on the home turn. GO GETTEM LUCKY & MONTOEY MISS collided on the home turn. WEST ON REGGIE & CANYA FAB collided in the home straight. CRYMELON RIP & KAOS BE COOL collided approaching the finishing line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MONTOEY MISS had a Right - Hindleg - Foot Spike Wound and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:16 PM
FANTASTIC JOEY began quickly. SURGENIE began slowly. POCKETFUL & HOSTILE GUESS collided soon after the start. STAN'S GIRL, FANTASTIC JOEY, POCKETFUL & HOSTILE GUESS collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC JOEY, POCKETFUL & HOSTILE GUESS lost ground. SURGENIE checked off the heels of HOSTILE GUESS on the first turn. POCKETFUL checked off the heels of HOSTILE GUESS in the back straight. HOSTILE GUESS checked off the heels of STAN'S GIRL on the second turn.

FINAL.